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THE HUMANITARIAN COORDINATOR CONDEMNS THE RELAPSE OF VIOLENCE IN 

KAGA BANDORO 

Bangui, 12 October 2016 – Bangui, 12 October 2016 – The acting Humanitarian Coordinator for the 

Central African Republic, Mohamed Malick Fall, strongly condemns the relapse of violence that hit 

Kaga Bandoro, Nana Gribizi Prefecture, on Wednesday 12th October. The premises of several 

international and national NGOs as well as residences of local authorities’ have been looted. The 

informal settlements of displaced persons at the Evêché site were also burnt.  

Outraged by the attacks against the displaced persons and retaliations against civilians, Mohamed 

Malick Fall recalled that “the first victims of insecurity and violence are civilians whose vulnerability is 

exacerbated”. Over 5 000 displaced persons from the Evêché site sought refuge next to the base of the 

United Nations Multidimensional Integrated Stabilization Mission in the Central African Republic 

(MINUSCA) and about 250 gathered around the UN Compound. “Insecurity remains a concern. It 

challenges protection of displaced people and rapid response for the injured. Furthermore, it makes 

access to vulnerable populations more difficult,” deplored the Humanitarian Coordinator a.i. 

At the end of September, humanitarian actors significantly reduced their presence and activities in Kaga 

Bandoro following burglary incidents at some of their bases. In Kaga Bandoro only, the reduction of the 

humanitarian space has deprived from assistance to at least 200 000. In the region (Kaga-Bandoro, 

Batangafo, Kabo, Moyenne Sido), food insecurity affects 120,000 people and 73,206 people are still 

displaced. In that context, Mohamed Malick Fall warned against a new degradation of the security 

situation and its negative impact on the delivery of humanitarian aid especially as Kaga Bandoro is still 

recovering from the floods of October 4 which affected over 3000 people in 14 districts. 

“In order to allow aid workers to continue to provide assistance to those in need, it is necessary and 

critical to facilitate without conditions access to vulnerable populations” reiterated the Humanitarian 

Coordinator a.i. “I insist once again on the principles of neutrality and impartiality that guide 

humanitarian action and on the urgent need to provide relief assistance to those people whose 

vulnerability is exacerbated by the impact of violence,” he said. 
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